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Name:   

Year/Class: 11  

Subject:  Foundation Mathematics (#2) 

Teacher:  Chris Lee 

 

Year 11 Level Description 

By the end of this unit, and within a range of everyday life and work contexts, students will:  

1. identify and describe the purpose of simple tables and graphs, involving whole numbers, in everyday 
contexts  

2. describe the purpose of the key features, conventions and symbols of tables and graphs found in various 
texts and media from everyday life and work  

3. read and interpret information from a range of simple data displays from real life contests (involving sh0le 
numbers), including lists, one and two-way tables, column/bar and line graphs, Venn and arrow/network 
diagrams  

4. collect and record data in one-way and two-way tables   
5. construct vertical and horizontal column/bar graphs and line graphs (including both measurement and 

frequency graphs), using simple scales labelled with whole numbers  
6. determine whether interpretations from tables and graphs are reasonable for the context  
7. communicate information and conclusions from graphs and tables consistent with the language of the 

context  
8. Identify and describe the purpose of fractions in various texts and media from everyday life and work 

 

Term 2 Week 1-5 Content Strand 

Topic 1.5: Data Graphs and Tables  

 

Topic 2.1: Understanding Fractions and Decimals 

 

 

 

 

 

Work through it to the best of your ability. Do the questions you 

find easy first. Ask for help if needed. 

 

“It doesn’t matter how fast or slow you move,  

forward is forward” 
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Venn Diagrams: 

 

      Show your number sentence in this space.  
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 3 Circle Venn Diagram:  Look at the table carefully and write down the names of the children in the correct spaces. 
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CLONTARF ABORIGINAL COLLEGE   YEAR 11, FOUNDATION MATHEMATICS, UNIT 1  
 

 
Equipment:  Your textbooks and exercise/work books, addition and subtraction chart, calculators 

Conditions:  Open book test in class to be completed without help from other students or the teacher. 

MAWA Section 2 Data, Graphs and Tables        

1. Choose the correct name for the following graphs     
Choices are : Bar graph / Pie graph / Line graph / 2 Way  table 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Which is the best graph for the following questions 

a. What portion of the total does each part make up?  _________________ 

b. How different are these variables to each other?  _________________ 

c. How does this one variable change over time?  _________________ 

d. To see the relationship between 2 or more variables? _________________ 

Content area only 

 ADDITION OR SUBTRACTION 

Task number and 
description 

Term 
Task 

weight 
Raw 
Mark 

Raw 
% 

Grade 
A B C D 

E 

1.5: Data, graphs and tables Test 2: v1: 1.5.1 to 1.5.7 2 5% /74   
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Question 2 

 
 
Can you read a graph? 

1. Circle the interval between the horizontal lines on the graph. 

1        2        3        4        5        6        7        8        9        10 

2. What was the population of parrots in the following years: 

a. 2002  _______________ 

b. 2005  _______________ 

c. 2007  _______________ 

d. 2008  _______________ 

e. 2010  _______________ 

 

3. Which 2 years had the same population of parrots? _______________ 

4. What is the decrease in the population between 2001 and 2010?  (show working) 

a. Population in 2010   

_______________ 

b. Population in 2001   

_______________ 

Working/Number sentence 
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Question 3  

 

1. From the table what are the following acronyms: 

a. FGM/A  ____________________________________________________________ 

b. 3PM/A  ____________________________________________________________ 

c. FTM/A  ____________________________________________________________ 

d. P/G  ____________________________________________________________ 

2. Which team and which season does the above table represent? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

3. How many players are represented by the table?  _____________________________ 

4. What was the average number of points per game Shawn Redhage scored?_________________ 

5. Which players scored the highest percentage of 3PM/A?  

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

6. Who scored the lowest percentage of FTM/A? ___________________________________ 

7. Which players scored the same FGM/A percentage? 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

8. Who averaged 2.4 rebounds per game? _________________________________________ 

9. Which 2 players had the same number of Average Rebounds P/G 

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  This is tricky so read it carefully:   

Using the players jersey numbers, order them from highest to lowest for 3PM/A. 

Jersey Numbers:_______________________________________________________ 
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Question 4:   

The table shows the number of people visiting a pet shop who like cats or dogs.  

Complete the two-way table.  Fill in the missing numbers.   

1. How many people like cats but not dogs? ________________________ 

2. How many people like dogs?  ______________________________ 

3. How many people like both cats and dogs? _________________ 

4. How many people don’t like cats and dogs? ___________________ 

5. What is the total number of people who don’t like dogs? ______________ 

6. What is the total number of people surveyed? _______________________ 

 

Question 5          

1. Draw a two circle Venn diagram in the box below and write in the information   

2. 28 people like indoor games only  

3. 56 people like outdoor games only  

4. 11 people liked Indoor and Outdoor games. 

5. 5 people did not like Indoor or Outdoor games. 

6. How many people were surveyed?     ____________________________________ 

 

 

 Like cats Don’t like cats Total 

Like dogs  30 54 

Don’t like dogs 45   

Total 69 31  
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Question 6 Pie Chart 

 

1. How many 1. How many sports are played in this country? 

____________________________________________ 

2. Could there be other sports that are played? Give a reason why or why not. 

_______________________________________________________________ 

3. Suggest another sport that is not shown in the Pie Chart. 

____________________________________________________________________ 

4. Rate the top 6 sports with (1st) being the most favourite and (6th) being the least 

favourite in the table below. Add a title and add your own ranking into the table.  

Title: Country ranking Your ranking ✓ each correct line 

Cricket    

Hockey    

Football    

Basketball    

Tennis    

Golf    
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Question 7 Compile a line graph using the following information.      

1. Give the graph an appropriate title.   

2. Intervals for temperature on vertical axis   and time on the horizontal axis 

3. Accurately plotted coordinates on the graph straight lines between the co ordinates   

 

Title:  
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It is important that we always relate what we learn to the real world: This makes things relevant. 

Write down what each table is showing in your own words.  

 

 

 

 






































